Confessions of a Former White Hat Operative

ACCEPT NO CLONES!

COBRA: New Age Scammer from Slovenia or: Boštjan Košir Wants Your Ascended Money!

by Former White Hat

I cannot take credit for this net detective work, it was mostly done by a reader here, Honey Badger, with some slight follow-up and verification by your friendly neighborhood Former White Hat, Inc.

My first assessment that COBRA was Lady Dragon using a voice modulator was wrong (I can admit when I am wrong, contrary what some turkeys would there contend); it was the syntax of English language use that made me believe this. While COBRA is not French-Canadian, it turns out he is Eastern European, from Slovenia.

The trail:
Honey Badger sent COBRA an email asking how one could donate money (COBRA was asking for donations in $1,000 increments, far more brash and bold than Deatra Loomer, freedom scam artist). COBRA said one could use the Paypal of a “friend,” giving this email: antarion@volja.net (https://web.archive.org/web/20141202063932/mailto:antarion@volja.net).

That email belongs to someone named “Istar Antares,” author of this article (https://web.archive.org/web/20141202063932/http://lightworkers.org/blog/63591/liberation-planet-earth-ishtar-antares), full of terms used by COBRA, such as the Galactic Codex (https://web.archive.org/web/20141202063932/http://www.luisprada.com/Protected/galactic_codex.htm) that justifies the use of space dust on the Cabal, etc. Ishtar writes:

I live and work in Slovenia, Europe. I lead Galactic Tantra seminars and am a Cosmic astrology consultant. I began leading workshops about twin souls in 1993 and was very active in the following few years spreading messages from the Ascended Masters about the transformation that Earth is entering into. I also wrote a book about this transformation called “Ascension Star” in Slovenian language. I translated it into English also but has not yet been published outside Slovenia. I spread knowledge about tantra, Light Body Activation, telepathic communication, group merger process and other higher dimensional teachings on group meetings and workshops in Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary, Italy, Germany, Czech Republic, Ireland and USA. I like to do workshops worldwide and I can travel anywhere if there are people interested to hear what I have to say. I am enclosing my program of activities. My contact phone number is cellular: 386 40 236 600 and my email is antarion@volja.net (https://web.archive.org/web/20141202063932/http://www.netaddress.com/tpl/Message/623IBXPAU/Editor?ToRec=Ito=antarion@volja.net).


COBRA also belongs to the Resistance Movement, which sprinkles wondrous “stardust” into the atmosphere to nullify the Cabal, although he now claims:

Through the years, top members of the Cabal have created many protective defence mechanisms around them in case anything happens to them. Those mechanisms include, but are not limited to the use of biochemical weapons. There are certain devices that constantly monitor all main bodily functions of the top members of the Cabal, and if anything strange happens, they send alerts to their advanced weapons systems. Then a special computer program decides if any of those weapons is to be used. Those mechanisms would be triggered automatically if Stardust 2 was to be used or if any of the key members of the Cabal would be arrested. This is the reason why they seem to be untouchable and always able to get away with everything that they do.
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When the critical mass of consciousness will be achieved the first wave of Ascension will occur. Mother ships of the Galactic confederation will hover as brilliant white clouds above the islands of light, where teleportation beams will descend and lift the volunteers into the mother ships. Those volunteers will reappear on Earth shortly in Ascended state in their rainbow bodies of light. Soon afterwards another critical mass will be achieved and the second wave of Ascension will happen. Masses of Ascended masters that will return to Earth will prepare humanity for the third wave of Ascension and for the Evacuation. Great planetary cataclysms will begin then as a cleansing of the physical matter of the planet. At the moment of most intensive cataclysms a polar shift will happen and that will trigger the third wave of Ascension with final Evacuation. Linear time as we know it will end and Earth will enter a new, higher dimension…

Now this is somewhat correct, but not exactly, and is in the same use of words and ideas that come from COBRA.
On this page, we find that Ishtar Antares is really Boštjan Košir, who lives in Brebovnica, Slovenia. He has a photo on his Facebook.

BEHOLD THE MIGHTY COBRA:

“Send me $3,000 and you will ascend.”

One can see/feel the dark energy around him. Bostjan/Ishtar/COBRA is nothing more than a New Age scam artist, repeating the same that greater gurus have been saying, first scamming his Eastern European audience with seminars, a book, and asking for donations, now scamming the Western Hemisphere audience by jumping on the Drake mass arrests bandwagon, and asking for donations. He has in the past come to the United States to spread his disinfo, at the invite of New Age groups in Encinitas, California, home of the upper middle class Cabal-led cults.

What does an ET like COBRA need with money?

Bostjan is being mind-controlled by the Bafath/Gizeh Intelligence and the negative Aldebarans, allies of Dracos. He may have indeed been taken into a ship and “awakened,” but it was a Bafath ship and he was “programmed” to believe he is a messenger for the false light beings of destroyed Ashtar Command.

Now, some of you may say what Ishtar says rings true, and some of what he says is true, like Plejarans only contact those who are souls from Erra or ancient Lyran souls, but the Bafath know this because they are also Lyrans and keep the incarnated souls of their faction close by and as human agents (which Bostjan seems to be). But what of the meditations both Ishtar and COBRA call for? These are ruses; they may seem like light-based meditations on the outside, but imbedded in the protocols and wording is a method that opens YOU up to Bafath mind-control.
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dana says:
July 9, 2012 at 7:49 am
what’s your taketh on christine day, fwh

REPLY
Former White Hat says:
July 9, 2012 at 9:44 am
bullshit. she is no ambassador and they do not channel

REPLY
Sandi says:
July 9, 2012 at 9:49 am
hmmmm…yes I read his book http://www.bolha.com/oglas1272268437/slika0/mitologija-religija (ascension star) …some info was resonating but lot of suspicious twisted words….look at this site, diferent face and they made devil simbol out of G word http://www.angel.si/banner/istar-antares-vizija-2012

REPLY
Former White Hat says:
July 9, 2012 at 5:27 pm
Likely that COBRA/Ishtar is two people, these things are often done in a group effort. Ishtar’s email was given as a Paypal source, Cobra and Ishatr’s writing style is the same…business partners. After Eastern Europe was freed from Mother Russia, many scammers looked toward Western beliefs to make a buck, knowing there are many fools out there…maybe not “fools,” but lost souls seeking answers.

REPLY
acimedinburgh says:
July 9, 2012 at 11:05 am
Greetings Mr Hat. Would you have any comment on the book “ A Course In Miracles”…. i find its message pure of heart. I understand you cannot answer every question and that this may be one of them.. its not an idle question though as some claim it was a product of cabal mind control operations.? seems too advanced for that though?
be well

REPLY
ayhandoyukdeadbeatdad says:
July 9, 2012 at 11:13 am
I was wondering when you’d figure out who Cobra was. Was going to send hints, but decided to watch it play out. How did you connect him to this Bostjan guy, as they look like different people. Ishtar has a facebook account.

REPLY
Former White Hat says:
July 9, 2012 at 5:21 pm
I included the web page where it states “Istar Antares (Bostjan …) The Ishtar facebook page, that photo is not him, possibly a friend — if Bostjan put his photo there, people would know Ishtar is Bostjan. Of the page showing his real name, probably an early writing where he slipped up…look to see it changed in the next day or three.

Bostjan is COBRA. The MONGOOSE has already paid him a visit. Look for a denouncement of Drake on the web site soon.

REPLY
mary says:
July 9, 2012 at 12:48 pm
what is bad is the people taken in and maybe sending money..most of us want the Acension so bad I guess eventually someone would try to monetarily profit..
Hoping your post will stop some from sending money

REPLY
Yoda-in-hiding says:
July 9, 2012 at 3:07 pm
In overall terms of inspiring and then deflating our hopes it’s a case of ‘the internet giveth, and the internet taketh away...’ but in particular terms of giving people the whole enchilada – albeit with your spin on them – well done, thank you. I really liked ‘Now this is somewhat correct...’ when commenting on his version of ascension – an impressive paragraph that would do a hollywood blockbuster proud. I know you have given us a sketchy account of this event yourself – perhaps you will be happy to supply even more details as and when the situation invites them.

REPLY
Tumbleweed says:
July 9, 2012 at 3:52 pm
His take on the first wave, etc. sounds just like the info coming from Michael Ellegion. Great work guys!

REPLY
Lorelai Is Alive says:
July 9, 2012 at 4:09 pm
I was participating in the meditations when they were first asked for. Something nasty attached itself to my energy. Took some doing to get rid of it. No thanks.

REPLY
Firmitas-Atis Phoenix says:
July 9, 2012 at 6:05 pm
so, the aldebarans turned out tobe bad ...

REPLY
Former White Hat says:
July 9, 2012 at 7:03 pm
The ones on earth are; others are not. They did give the Thule technology, which was hijacked by the Nazis with the help of Lyran/Bafath/Aldebaran operatives. Remember they are from the Pleiades star system and are human types as much as Plejarans, just with different approaches.

REPLY
open says:
July 9, 2012 at 7:01 pm
When people start talking vows and prayers to their cause I say bullshit. I will not bow down. Take your Cosmic Codex and shove it.

It starts “Dear Lord, I Abide By the Galactic Codex…”
I was raised Catholic. I know brain washing. I will have no part of it.

Thanks FWH for taking the time to point out another example of blood suckers.

REPLY
fiona says:
July 9, 2012 at 11:26 pm
thanks honeybadger and FWH-good work guys-much appreciated

REPLY
Honey Badger says:
July 10, 2012 at 1:20 am
No problem! Glad to see these creeps outed for who they really are – total snakes in the grass.
Three fake gurus down, thousands more to go. The honey badger is always in the prowl!

REPLY
growing love says:
July 10, 2012 at 12:09 am
Don’t be fooled by the complexity.

REPLY
growing love says:
July 10, 2012 at 12:12 am
This comment was meant for acimedinburgh.

REPLY
acimedinburgh says:
July 10, 2012 at 5:31 am
I do not find it complex, sophisticated and challenging it is.

some times i hear that it came out of MK Ultra projects, but this seems far fetched. I was wondering if our man FWH or his Plejaran friends had an angle on this material. Always worth getting different views on things...

Girl says:
July 31, 2012 at 7:06 pm
Hi!
I know this guy and u are mostly right. Since i was unfortunate to had him in my life for more than 8 years, I can tell you many things about Ishtar A. But he is not Boštjan Košir you found On FB. He officially changed his name and this is his FB: https://www.facebook.com/ishtar.antares. This is the guy with the book. The guy you found is probably another idiot that is trying to get money from people. there is 21 Boštjan košir in Slovenia. Both names are very common. But don’t get me wrong, Ishtar is deeple convinced in his truth and is taking advantige mostly of women for sex. If I could choose another life, where I could never ever met him, I would, no hesitation. He is dangerous and misslided by his mind and belifs he protects by any means. And yes, he would take money for his needs. He wouldn’t care for others.

REPLY